“STINGER”
The Stinger is a very simple yet sturdy arrow rest with an external spring
adjustment system. We have also incorporated our dual bushing system and
an internal spring bushing to make it a no play arrow rest. Our sliding
launcher system allows you to make left and right adjustments without loosening the spring collar.
Use the 5/16-24” x 3/4” bolt to mount the Stinger to your bow. The Stinger
should be mounted at a slight downward angle with the top of the axle even
with the top of the bow shelf. Adjust the prong height by loosening the stop
collar and rotating the axle to the desired height. Be careful not to let the
spring move away from the rest plate or you will create left and right play in
the rest.
Once your prong height and major left and right adjustments are made, you
can adjust the prongs left and right by sliding the entire U joint. The flat on
the axle will allow you to maintain your prong height after the adjustment is
made.
Spring adjustment can be made by loosening the spring collar and rotating it
forward for heavier or backward for lighter tension. Be sure to hold the stop
collar against the stop while adjusting the spring tension or the spring may
push away from the rest plate. Holding the U joint and prongs with your left
hand and adjusting the spring will work well if the rest is already mounted to
your bow.
Prong width can also be adjusted by simply loosening the set screws and
rotating the prongs to their desired position and re-tightening the set screws.
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